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PART ONE:      A / Reading comprehension:     (07pts) 

 Read the text carefully and do the following activities 
Activity One: Read the text and answer these questions                                (2 pts) 

1/ Where did the family spend their holiday? 

 ………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2/ Did the boy die? 

 ……………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Activity Two :  Write  “ true ” or “ false ”. Correct the wrong statements.        (03pts) 

1- The driver was driving to his work. 

 …………………………………………………………………………………………... 

2- The driver didn’t help the boy. 

 ………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

3- The accident was not hard. 

 ………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Activity three :Lexis                                                                                               (02 pts) 

a) Find in the text words that are closest in meaning to the following : 

                   vacation = ………..                    quick = ……….. 

b) Find in the text words that are opposite in meaning to the following: 

             right ≠ ………..                           early ≠  ……… 

B /Mastery of language :      (07pts) 

Activity one : Match each cause with the suitable effect:                             ( 03pts) 

 ●The accident was terrible                                      ●as a result I stayed at my friend’s house.   

 ● He fell down from the bike                                  ●so all people were shocked. 

 ● I was late last night                                               ●because he was driving too fast. 
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      In the last August, my family and I went by plane to Italy on 

holiday. The hotel was fantastic and everything was perfect. We 

visited many touristic places in Italy. One day, as I was driving 

towards the hotel, l saw a boy biking to my direction. He didn't pay 

attention, but very shortly things went wrong. As I was turning left, 

somehow the boy lost control over his bike. I tried to avoid the 

collision, but it was too late. While the bike was coming too fast, 

the boy seemed very frightened and couldn't change its path. The 

boy fell down, so I helped him to stand. Fortunately, the crash was 

not disastrous and the victim got only minor injuries. 
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Activity Two: Give the correct form of the verbs between brackets.                  (3 pts) 

1- While John (to sleep) ............., someone (to steal)…………. his car. 

2- We (to have)………… the picnic when it (to start) ..............to rain. 

3- As I (to walk)……………….in the street, I (to see)……..a terrible accident. 

Activity Three: Pick out from the text 4 verbs and complete the following table. (1 pt) 

/t/ /d/ /id/ 

1-……………………… 1-……………………… 

2-……………………… 

1-……………………… 

PART TWO:    Written expression         (06 pts)                                                                   

           You received a letter from your friend. She/he told you about his/ her last holiday and 

She/he would like to know how you spent your last holidays. 

             Write a short letter to him/her in which you describe your last holidays using the past 

simple and the past continuous with the time conjunctions ‘’when,while , as,suddenlly’’ 

Talk about: 

 The place you went to ( beach , forest, park……) 

 Your activities. 

 Good or bad events that happened during your holiday. 

 You feelings. 
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